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This process is called supplier enablement, and it takes more than technology. You 
need the right features and connectivity options as well as the right services and 
support to onboard suppliers, integrate systems, and assure the predictable exchange 
of critical business documents.

In this comprehensive Buyer’s Guide, you’ll discover:

 hWhat supplier enablement is

 hHow supplier enablement works 

 h The essential components of a supplier enablement solution

 hWhat to look for in supplier enablement providers

You’ll also find links to more information, plus a printable checklist to support your 
vendor research.

WHAT IS SUPPLIER ENABLEMENT?

Supplier enablement is a forward-looking evolution of traditional supplier/buyer 
relationships, moving from manual activities with a transactional focus to automation 
and collaboration. By giving suppliers of all sizes a choice of connectivity options to 
enable closer and more effective collaboration, retailers, wholesalers, and distributors 
get vastly improved visibility into order status, including where the order is and when it 
will arrive. 

The overall impact of supplier enablement is a more agile supply chain supported by 
more accurate and timely data—one that can handle today’s complex order profiles, 
pivot to counter supply chain disruptions, and ultimately drive greater customer 
satisfaction and increased profitability. 

Staying ahead of the pack in today’s omnichannel world means 

streamlining data through electronic communication with all your 

suppliers—to enhance decision-level visibility for more reliable sourcing 

and an optimized procure-to-pay cycle. 

https://www.truecommerce.com/supplier-enablement
https://www.truecommerce.com/blog/collaborating-with-your-supplier-community
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How Supplier Enablement Works

Supplier enablement leverages integration technology to import and standardize 
multiple communication types, and then send correctly formatted information to the 
buyer’s ERP/accounting system. 

On the supplier side, flexible integration options ranging from traditional EDI to a web 
portal to PDF processing, and even support for Excel, XML documents or other structured 
document formats. Because this makes connectivity accessible to all suppliers, 
regardless of their technical capabilities, it strongly incentivizes program adoption, 
offering process improvement and a stronger customer connection at low to no cost.

For the retailer or distributor, this automation reduces manual effort and errors when 
receiving key documents like order acknowledgements, invoices, and advance ship 
notices (ASNs). Faster, more dependable document processing accelerates procurement, 
fulfillment, and other core processes, while reducing operational costs all along the 
supply chain. 

Supplier Enablement Challenges

With such clear benefits, why isn’t automated, technology-driven supplier enablement 
universally embraced? Most companies automate transactions with just their top 
suppliers. The reason is two-fold: 

 hMany organizations create EDI mandates to ensure that incoming data meets the needs 
of their ERP setup. EDI requirements solve half the problem, allowing organizations 
to automatically import new EDI transactions into their ERPs. But it requires less 
technically sophisticated suppliers to find an EDI solution which has costs and technical 
implications for their business.

 h For organizations who want to work with diverse vendors, including non-EDI capable 
vendors, implementation is a huge obstacle. Onboarding a large number of vendors, then 
supporting them and troubleshooting their connections, etc. is a major ongoing drain 
on a company’s resources and is not a core competency that most want to focus on.

Outsourcing to a fully managed services provider can solve the scalability and integration 
challenges inherent in supplier onboarding efforts. The partner handles not just the 
staffing to power and manage your supplier enablement program, including support for 
your supplier community but also the integration infrastructure to connect your systems 
to theirs (and vice versa). 

A managed services approach reduces risk, speeds time to value and is overall more 
cost-effective than do-it-yourself programs.  

https://www.truecommerce.com/erp-system-Integrations
https://www.truecommerce.com/blog/supplier-onboarding-challenges
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WHO NEEDS SUPPLIER ENABLEMENT?

Today’s supply chains are more complex than ever, increasing the effort involved in 
managing suppliers and coordinating procurement and fulfillment activities. You might 
need a supplier enablement solution if:

Your Company Has Many Supplier Relationships

The more suppliers you have, the harder it becomes to trade effectively with all of 
them. A typical response is “vendor guides” or hardcopy binders documenting how to 
relate to each supplier. What format do they use to receive orders—email, text, EDI, 
XML? Did they get the order? Did you get a PO acknowledgement back? Can they ship 
in full? Can they meet the delivery date? Is the pricing accurate? What’s the tracking 
number? Did we receive the order, and does it match the invoice?

Often, most of these tasks are handled manually and are a constant drain on resources. 
If that sounds familiar, supplier enablement can help. 

Your Business Identifies as A Retailer, Distributor or Wholesaler

Many retailers, wholesalers and distributors are now selling direct to consumers 
via multiple marketplaces and eCommerce platforms, along with brick-and-mortar 
stores. This proliferation of sales channels combined with customers’ escalating 
service expectations greatly increases the complexity and time sensitivity of supplier 
communications, driving a need for supplier enablement.

You’re a Buyer, Procurement Manager, Operations Manager or Accounting 
Professional 

As a supply chain professional, you know that vendor-specific manual processes, diverse 
file types and differing communication methods are the bane of timeliness and accuracy. 
Inefficient supplier onboarding hampers efforts to launch new programs. Service levels 
and responsiveness to exceptions are at the mercy of manual processes, and seasonal 
sales peaks can compound delays. The end results are excessive operational costs and 
constraints on growth. A supplier enablement managed service can standardize and 
automate supplier communications and take onboarding off your shoulders, saving time 
and money while giving you better data to work with. 
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“  With OneTime, suppliers 

have a choice of 

connectivity options to 

match their business 

volume and technical 

maturity. If they’re a large 

enough company, and 

we do a large enough 

business volume with 

them, they’d normally opt 

for integrated EDI, which 

they connect directly to 

their ERP system. If it’s a 

smaller vendor, as many 

of ours are, they can use 

the OneTime portal.”

Brian Heiland   

Worthington Direct

https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/ecommerce
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IS NOW THE TIME TO INVEST IN SUPPLIER 
ENABLEMENT?

How do you know when it’s time to invest in supplier 
enablement? It’s often when new order profiles or other supply 
chain complexities expose shortcomings in your current 
processes. Here are some common drivers: 

 h You’re working with diverse suppliers of different sizes and 
technical maturity levels.  
Smaller vendors may not have the technology or bandwidth to 
support full EDI, making them difficult to work with. A supplier 
enablement managed service can offer multiple options that 
are achievable and “win-win” for SMB vendors, along with 
implementation support. This greatly increases adoption rates.

 h You need to scale your supplier community and increase 
resilience by adding secondary and tertiary suppliers.  
Many businesses experienced supply chain disruptions during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. But adding more suppliers won’t 
increase supply chain resilience unless they can efficiently 
be onboarded for your organization to expeditiously place 
orders. A supplier enablement platform is designed to handle 
the associated onboarding and integration challenges, which 
would otherwise overburden your already busy team.

 h You’re adding drop shipping or looking to create an 
endless aisle. 
A big concern with drop ship vendors is preserving your 
brand image when someone else is responsible for last-
mile delivery. A high-performing supplier enablement 
platform allows you to exchange critical order, inventory, 
and fulfillment data with suppliers so that orders are fulfilled 
correctly and arrive on time. 

 h You need to get suppliers up and running fast. 
To accelerate new merchandising programs and shorten 
time to results, you need to rapidly onboard suppliers. With 
a managed supplier onboarding program as part of your 
supplier enablement managed service, you can complete 
setup and testing with a new supplier in days, not weeks.

 h You need to increase your supply chain visibility. 
For many buyers, a top concern is knowing where orders are 
in the supply chain to support better inventory decisions, get 
status updates to customers and/or mitigate disruptions. A 
supplier enablement platform can automate the exchange 
of order status data with large numbers of suppliers, helping 
you reduce costs, keep customers’ trust, and achieve wider 
fulfillment and revenue goals.

 h You need a way to evaluate vendor performance. 
Unsure about which vendors you should be ordering 
from? Supplier enablement gives you a way to accurately 
“scorecard” vendor performance in key areas like on-time 
shipping, fulfillment accuracy and stockouts.

 h You can’t keep “throwing people” at supply chain 
problems. 
Many companies have one-off, largely manual processes for 
dealing with specific suppliers. This approach can’t scale and 
leads to onerous labor costs, delays and bottlenecks that 
threaten your competitive position. A primary goal of supplier 
enablement is to unify your communication flow across all 
your vendors, from the largest to the smallest—so you can 
add new suppliers or tackle new order profiles much more 
easily. Further, you can free your staff from tedious tasks like 
matching invoices by hand.

“The TrueCommerce supplier enablement team has been incredibly responsive 

and professional. We’ve trusted them to represent us with our vendors, and that 

experience has been entirely positive.”

Sarah Lockwood 

College Outside

https://www.truecommerce.com/blog/managing-supply-chain-disruption
https://www.truecommerce.com/blog/managing-supply-chain-disruption
https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/truecommerce-platform/supplier-enablement/edi-supplier-onboarding-services
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TOP BENEFITS OF SUPPLIER ENABLEMENT SOLUTIONS

Time and cost savings 
By automating and standardizing everyday processes 
and interactions with all your suppliers, from large to 
small, you can cut down on costly manual processes. 

Increased speed to market 
Rapid supplier onboarding decreases your go-
to-market lead time, so you can start selling new 
products quickly.

Greater visibility across the supply chain 
Supplier Enablement solutions offer real-time insights 
into product movements to drive better, quicker 
business decisions.  

Quantum leaps in process efficiency 
By eliminating manual activity and vendor-specific 
workflows, you can streamline the ordering process 
across all your supplier relationships.

Improved data validity and accuracy 
With fewer data errors, you can enjoy improved 
compliance and an enhanced ability to measure 
supplier performance.

Improved shopping experience and service levels 
Thanks to more timely, accurate fulfillment that meets 
expectations and eliminates disappointments, you’ll 
be able to provide a great shopping and delivery 
experience for all your customers.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A SUPPLIER ENABLEMENT 
SOLUTION

Supplier enablement empowers a critical business function 
and offers significant ROI potential. But connecting suppliers 
electronically to your back-office systems is just the first step. 

To get the best results, you need a solution with a proven 
architecture, world-class integration capability and strong 
security. Here are some of the top features to look for:

A Choice of Connectivity Options for Suppliers

The main goal of most supplier enablement programs is to 
maximize adoption rates to as close to 100% as possible. The 
only way to get there is to offer suppliers a range of connectivity 
options. Where EDI (or another file type, e.g., XML) isn’t the best 
fit, suppliers often prefer:

 h A web-based vendor portal that lets suppliers view and 
acknowledge orders, create ASNs and labels, convert orders 
or shipments into invoices, etc. 

 h A PDF solution to automatically convert and integrate emailed 
PDF invoices into your financial system.

Top-Tier, In-House Integration Capabilities

Some supplier enablement vendors outsource their integration/
connectivity layer to third-party specialists because this is not a 
core competency for them. However, integrations are absolutely 
critical to solution reliability, onboarding efficiency—and 
ultimately program success. 

Look for a solution with native integrations that connect directly 
with your ERP/business system. Also confirm that the offering 
is modular enough so you can switch business systems without 
major impacts on your supplier enablement program. 

Advanced Data Validation

To eliminate the widest possible range of errors and omissions 
so you can manage supply chain processes by exception, 
you need data validation that goes beyond basic EDI syntax 
checking. Look for a solution that builds data validation 
intelligence into the architecture, so both you and your suppliers 
can proactively identify issues before they create disruptions. 
For example, can you identify at a glance which orders have not 
been confirmed by the supplier? Can you validate not just the 
completeness of the data but also its quality and timeliness? 

https://www.truecommerce.com/resources/edi-library/product-brochure/maximize-your-supplier-adoption-rates-supplier-onboarding
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Support for Invoice Reconciliation

A major time sink for many businesses is reconciling whether 
suppliers’ invoices match up with your POs, their shipment 
details, and receipt of goods data. Look for a supplier 
enablement offering that can automate this process and 
alert suppliers to issues without having to continue spending 
both time and resources manually dealing with unmatched 
invoices via a myriad of emails and phone calls.

In-Depth Supplier Performance Measurement

To build your brand reputation you need to consistently meet 
fulfillment expectations. To do so, you need an effective 
way to measure supplier performance. Make sure any 
platform you’re considering offers advanced reporting and 
analytics to reveal key performance metrics like on-time 
fulfillment performance, in-full performance, and compliance 
performance. Ask also if datasets are available to gain 
business-specific insights into your suppliers’ operations.

Strong Security and Verifiable Compliance

Platform security is integral to ensuring the availability, 
integrity, and confidentiality of your business documents 
and other sensitive supply chain data. Security is also an 
essential component of managing vendor risk and complying 
with your industry regulations. Ask about security at both the 
application and infrastructure levels, including:

 h At-rest encryption of your data in the cloud

 h Real-time data replication to minimize data loss

 h Best-practice data retention/disaster recovery

 h A world-class hosting provider (look for Tier 3+ data centers)

 h Information security attestations (a strong SOC 2 report, ISO 
27001 compliance)

 h Service availability/uptime exceeding 99.9%

Cost

A top benefit of supplier enablement is reduced operational 
and procurement/supply chain costs and an accelerated 
procure-to-pay cycle, combined with reduced operational 
cost savings for suppliers. But how can you be sure that the 
upfront and ongoing costs of a supplier enablement managed 
service won’t exceed these savings? 

Take into consideration the following metrics to help you 
understand your current operational costs:

 hNumber of employees and the cost per hour spent 
managing the procure to pay cycle manually

 h Transaction volume per month and the number of minutes 
per transaction spent on data entry

 h Invoice Match Percentage Rates

 hOutreach time for Missing Confirmation and Shipment 
Tracking Details

 h Internal resource time managing an existing EDI or portal 
solution

 h Costs of Existing Hardware Infrastructure and Disaster 
Recovery for existing solution

 hOvertime or Additional Labor that is required.
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https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/truecommerce-platform/supplier-enablement/edi-reporting-analytics
https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/truecommerce-platform/supplier-enablement/edi-reporting-analytics
https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/truecommerce-platform/supplier-enablement/edi-security-compliance
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A SUPPLIER ENABLEMENT PROVIDER

Now that you understand what supplier enablement is, how it works and how it can help your business, it’s time to evaluate the 
vendors in the market. What solution provider will make the best partner for your business? Here are some critical decision factors to 
help you assess vendors with confidence:

“Setup, testing, and complete turnaround 

hasn’t taken more than 10 days for any of 

the 30 vendors we’ve handled. We haven’t 

had any issues or complaints.”

W. Mofield, Sportsman’s Supply

REPUTATION AND REVIEWS

To gain a complete view of a business, you need to look 
beyond its website and sales presentations. Verified 
customer reviews, third-party reports and independent 
web content can help fill in the blanks. Here are some of 
the most respected sources you can tap into to see how 
industry experts and customers view the vendors you’re 
considering:

Gartner, Inc. 
Independent research firm with reports that  

compare different vendors on key criteria

IDC, Inc. 
Independent research firm  

with reports on different vendors 

G2 
Highly respected, software-focused  

customer review site 

Capterra 
Highly respected, software-focused site featuring  

customer reviews and industry insights

Better Business Bureau 
Customer reviews and complaints center

EXPERIENCE WITH YOUR INDUSTRY

Providers on your short list should give you confidence that 
they understand how to address your company’s specific 
requirements. How long have they offered a supplier 
enablement managed service? How many companies 
of comparable size and industry have they worked with? 
Can they demonstrate proven success with companies 
like yours, including references you can talk to? Have they 
worked with any of your key suppliers already?

LEVEL OF MANAGED SERVICE

Possibly the single biggest success factor in supplier 
enablement programs is the availability of managed 
services and support—not only for your company but 
also for your suppliers. Managed services go beyond just 
answering the phone or responding to emails. You want 
dedicated, in-house support staff who are personally 
experienced with your solution and can handle questions 
and concerns quickly, without delays, hold times, and 
“passing the buck.”

On-demand professionally managed services are critical 
in all phases of the engagement, from adoption to 
enablement to ongoing services, including:

 h Initial outreach to suppliers

 h Surveying supplier needs and capabilities (e.g., what 
document formats they can work with)

 hWorking with you on prioritizing your supplier list

 h Configuring, mapping, and testing integrations between 
your suppliers and your platform

 h A help desk to answer supplier questions, troubleshoot 
issues, etc. so you aren’t flooded with emails and phone 
calls

 h Proactive monitoring services to spot and solve 
problems (e.g., overdue documents, incomplete data, 
invoice not matching receipt of goods) before they 
impact your supply chain or end customers

 h 24x7 emergency support to keep data flowing
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PROVEN IMPLEMENTATION PROCESSES

Before you can start onboarding suppliers, you need to integrate your key back-office systems with the provider’s cloud-based 
platform. Can you verify through references that the provider can quickly and competently connect your specific systems? 
Is there one integration/connection point for all your systems, or will you need to maintain multiple connections? Look for a 
solution that will reduce your overall IT burdens, not magnify them.

PROVEN RAPID ONBOARDING CAPABILITY

To ensure rapid, scalable onboarding across a diverse 
supplier base, you’ll need a fully managed service 
backbone that includes supplier self-service plus an expert 
help desk and support staff that can tailor their advice and 
activities to a supplier’s needs. Confirm through references 
that a provider can competently onboard a range of 
supplier sizes and types.

SCALE AND GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE

Multinational, multi-enterprise organizations need a 
supplier enablement managed service with a global 
footprint to support a worldwide supplier base. A provider 
also needs a global network of trading partner connectivity 
across vendors, distributors, and logistics service providers 
to facilitate rapid onboarding and data exchange with your 
supply chain partners. 

AVAILABILITY OF VALUE-ADDED SOLUTIONS

Your supply chain is one of the most dynamic aspects of your business. Competitiveness and success hinge on staying ahead, 
not keeping up. Often that means adding new demand channels and supply chain processes—which can mean adding new 
integrations. 

Can a vendor seamlessly add new services and solutions to your portfolio? Or will you be stuck juggling multiple providers? 

Some of the top solutions that complement and add value to supplier enablement investments include:

 h eCommerce/marketplace integrations

 h Shipping software

 h Product Information Management (PIM)

 h Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)/Collaborative 
Replenishment

 h Advanced drop-shipping capabilities

https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/trading-partner-network
https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/ecommerce
https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/integrated-ecommerce/marketplace-integrations
https://www.truecommerce.com/the-truecommerce-foundry/other-apps-add-ons/multi-carrier-shipping-software
https://www.truecommerce.com/pim/product-information-management-software
https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/vmi
https://www.truecommerce.com/solutions/vmi
https://www.truecommerce.com/drop-ship-for-retailers
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SUPPLIER ENABLEMENT PROVIDER EVALUATION 
CHECKLIST
Finding the right supplier enablement platform and provider is a complex process. In addition to price, you’ll need to 

consider service models, software deployment, integrations and more. This checklist is designed to help you compare 

different providers in key product and service areas. Make sure to add your own business-specific questions in the blank 

spaces at the bottom for a personalized checklist.

 Selection Criteria TrueCommerce Vendor 2  Vendor 3 Comments

Number of employees 1200+

Locations  North America, Europe,  
  APAC, Australia

Years of Experience 25+

Customer & Analyst Reviews

G2 Crowd Rating  4.5/5

Capterra Rating  4.5/5

Gartner Peer Insights Rating 4.6/5

Gartner Magic Quadrant 4

IDC Marketscape  4

Software/Platform Features    

Pre-Mapped Trading Partners 160,000+

Supported Transaction Types All Transaction Types

Supported Transaction Standards EDI, XML, CSV, Flat File,  
  PDF, Web Portal

Communication Type AS2, FTP, SFTP, FTPS,  
  HTTPS, API

Multi-Language Support 4

Business Content Validation 4

Workflow Rules Engine 4

Timeliness Evaluations 4

Cloud-Based Architecture 4

Supplier Performance Analytics 4

Multi-User Support  4

Asynchronous Processing 4

Alerts  4

Events Scheduling  4

Data Retention  4

Mobile Devices Support 4

Exception Management 4

eBrief  |  TrueCommerce OneTime Supplier Enablement Buyer’s Guide
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 Selection Criteria TrueCommerce Vendor 2  Vendor 3 Comments
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Integrations  

ERP/Accounting Systems Acumatica, Microsoft  
  Dynamics, Sage, Infor,  
  Oracle, NetSuite, SAP,  
  and 200+ more

Online Marketplaces 100+ connections, 
  including Amazon,  
  Ebay, Rakuten, Houzz,  
  Walmart and Target

eCommerce Platforms Shopify, Magento, 
  WooCommerce and  
  BigCommerce

Services

Implementation Provided by Vendor  Provided by 
or Third Party  TrueCommerce

Remote/On-Site Implementation 4

Supplier Onboarding 4

Compliance Testing 4

Integration Testing  4

New Partner Mapping 4

Trading Partner Testing 4

Integration Capabilities

Supplier Enablement solutions come with a variety of integration features that offer data control and efficiency. Consider each 
vendor’s ability to provide these functions, which may be helpful as your business scales.

API and Service-Based Integration 4

File Integration  4

Item Translation  4

Price Validation  4

Customer Creation  4

Sales Module  4

Purchasing Module  4

3PL Module  4

Inventory Module  4

In-House or Third-Party  
In House

 
Integration Development
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 Selection Criteria TrueCommerce Vendor 2  Vendor 3 Comments

Support

24/7 Support Availability 4

Regional and Global Support 4

Supplier-side Support 4

Included Maintenance 4

Proactive Mapping Updates 4

Proactive Transaction Monitoring 4

Throughput Monitoring 4

Chat Support  4

Knowledge Base/Self-Training Tools 4

Optional On-site Service 4

Defined SLAs  4

Solution Evaluation    

When discussing your Supplier Enablement solutions with key stakeholders, consider use cases and how each provider executes on 
those needs. Use the space below to evaluate your use cases.

Use Case #1  Met  	 Met  	 Met   
  Not Met  	 Not Met  	 Not Met   
  Work Around  	 Work Around  	 Work Around  

Use Case #2  Met  	 Met  	 Met   
  Not Met  	 Not Met  	 Not Met   
  Work Around  	 Work Around  	 Work Around  

Use Case #3  Met  	 Met  	 Met   
  Not Met  	 Not Met  	 Not Met   
  Work Around  	 Work Around  	 Work Around  

Use Case #4  Met  	 Met  	 Met   
  Not Met  	 Not Met  	 Not Met   
  Work Around  	 Work Around  	 Work Around  

Use Case #5  Met  	 Met  	 Met   
  Not Met  	 Not Met  	 Not Met   
  Work Around  	 Work Around  	 Work Around  

Cost of Ownership    

Different Supplier Enablement providers have different up-front and monthly fees. To accurately compare them, we recommend 
looking at the total cost for the first 3 years.

Year 1

Set-Up Fees

Recurring Fees

Year 2

Set-Up Fees

Recurring Fees
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THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP! 
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce, or how our solutions apply 
to your business, our passionate, customer focused team is here for you. 

Call us today at 888.430.4489

www.truecommerce.com

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce is the most complete 
way to integrate your business 
across the supply chain, integrating 
everything from EDI to inventory 
management, to fulfillment, to digital 
storefronts and marketplaces, to your 
business system and to whatever 
comes next. That’s why thousands of 
companies across various industries 
rely on us.

TrueCommerce.  
Do business in every direction.
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 Selection Criteria TrueCommerce Vendor 2  Vendor 3 Comments

Year 3

Set-Up Fees

Recurring Fees

Total 3-Year Investment

Additional Products/Services

eCommerce Platform 4

Product and Catalog Management 4

Packing, Shipping and  
4

 
Drop Ship Solutions

Vendor Managed Inventory 4

Security

Protecting the confidentiality and integrity of both your and your partners’ data is essential. Make sure the vendors you consider can 
both protect your data from outside influences and recover it in the case of an emergency.

Encryption at Rest  4

Two-Factor Authentication 4

User Activity Log  4

SOC 2 Certification  4

GDPR Compliant  4

SOC 2 Compliant Data Centers 4

Disaster Recovery  4

Your Questions

1.

2.

3.

*TrueCommerce fields Updated February 2022.

https://www.youtube.com/user/TrueCommerceVideo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/38248
https://www.facebook.com/pages/TrueCommerce-EDI-Solutions/202853923086945
https://twitter.com/TrueCommerce

